
CSC 323 Algorithm Design and Analysis, Spring 2017 

Instructor: Dr. Natarajan Meghanathan 
Project 4: Optimum Coin Collection in a Two-Dimensional Grid 

 

Due: April 6, 2017: 1 PM 
 
In this project, you will extend the dynamic programming algorithm that we discussed in class for the 

Coin Collection problem in a two-dimensional grid and implement the same.  

 
The conditions for the robot movement are as follows: at any time, the robot can move one cell down or 

one cell to the right 

 

 
One cell to        One cell down     

the right       

 
Each of you are assigned a grid of dimensions n (rows) x m (columns) as specified in the next page. You 

are required to randomly distribute P number of coins (where P < n*m) across the cells of the grid (at 

most one coin per cell). The value for a coin assigned to a cell is randomly chosen from the range 1 ... V. 

The P and V values are also assigned specifically for each student. 
 

Your tasks are as follows: 
(1) Implement the dynamic programming algorithm to calculate the optimum (maximum) value of the 
coins that a robot could collect as it traverses from cell (0, 0) to any cell in the grid such that at any time, a 

robot can have one of the two movements mentioned above.   

(2) Extend the dynamic programming algorithm to also keep track of the path traced by the robot to reach 
any target cell in the grid starting from cell (0, 0). Clearly explain the logic of your algorithm to keep 

track of the path traced. 

(3) As output, your code should print the following:  

 (i) The optimum value of the coins that a robot could collect to reach any target cell in the grid 
 starting from cell (0, 0), as shown in the table sample output (see next page).  

 (iii) The sequence of cells that the robot should visit to collect the optimum value of the coins 

 starting from cell (0, 0) to cell (n-1, m-1). 
 (ii) The total number of horizontal movements (one cell to the right) and the individual horizontal 

 movements as well as the total number of vertical movements (one cell down) and the individual 

 vertical movements that the robot needs to make to collect the optimum value of the coins starting 
 from cell (0, 0) to cell (n-1, m-1). 

 

Submission:  
(1) Video: Record a video explaining the various sections of your project code. Focus more on explaining the 

following: Your logic to randomly distribute the assigned number of coins to the cells in the grid, the 

implementation of the dynamic programming algorithm to compute the optimal value for the coins collected, 

the sequence of cells that the robot should visit from cell (0, 0) to cell (n-1, m-1) and the individual horizontal 

as well as vertical movements traced as part of this path. 

(2) Softcopy (email to natarajan.meghanathan@jsums.edu): The report should include your entire code, 

your explanation for each of the above items (that you are required to cover in the vide) and a screenshot of 

your output.  



Assignment of Input Values 
 

Student Name # rows (n) # columns (m) # coins (P) Max value per coin (V) 

Alexander Arrington 10 12 40 25 

Jaylen Boykin 10 12 35 35 

Jason Bruno 10 12 30 25 

Elbert Buchanan 10 12 25 35 

Daniel Epps 9 10 40 30 

Jordan Hubbard 9 10 35 20 

Kayla Johnson 9 10 30 30 

Bria McCutcheon 9 10 25 20 

Darren McGee 8 10 30 40 

Justin McGuffee 8 10 25 50 

Kayshaunna Williams 12 10 40 35 

Michael Wilson 12 10 35 30 

 

A sample screenshot of the execution of the program expected from you is shown in the next page. 

 

 


